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By Yadav Gopalan 

The Great Recession (roughly the 
period from late-2007 to mid-2009) 

will go down as an extraordinary 
period for the U.S. banking sector.1  In 
addition to the distress faced by the 
largest investment and commercial 
banks, 168 depository institutions failed 
from 2007 through 2009.  Although 
this may seem like a relatively small 
number when compared with the 1,858 
banks and thrifts that failed from 1987 
to 1993 during the height of the savings 
and loan crisis, the dollar value of failed 
bank assets is unmatched.  Thus far, 
the Great Recession has seen roughly 
$540 billion of failed bank assets, which 
is roughly 1.5 times the dollar value of 
assets that failed in 1987-1993.2  

When investors, journalists and 
other interested parties look for signs 
of weakness in the banking sector, they 
tend to analyze data reported by banks 
in their quarterly Reports on Condition 
and Income (or call reports).  Regula-
tory agencies, however, can identify 
signs of bank weakness through a 
unique prism—the CAMELS ratings 
that the agencies assign banks follow-
ing examinations.  Captured in these 
ratings is information gleaned from 
an examiner’s intimate knowledge 
of an institution that can be used to 
construct expectations for the future 
prospects of the banking organization.  

Analysis of the S&L crisis suggests 
that the banks and thrifts that failed 

Earliest Indicator of Bank Failure 
Is Deterioration in Earnings

were particularly exposed to poor 
asset quality, poor risk management 
and passive bank management.  In the 
contemporary episode of bank failures, 
asset quality issues in the commer-
cial real estate sector are a particular 
problem, but in general, the reasons 
for failures in the past are the reasons 
for failure today.3

To better understand the financial 
and supervisory characteristics of 
failed banks, we at the St. Louis Fed 
examined data on commercial banks 
that failed from 1990 to 2009.  We 
looked to see when each of the CAM-
ELS scores—capital, asset quality, 
management, earnings, liquidity and 
sensitivity to risk—started to deterio-
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supervisory ratings of Failed Banks
a Look at FaiLed Banks From 1990 - 2009

This chart takes all of the 
failed banks from 1990 
to 2009 and looks at 
their CAMELS ratings 14 
quarters before failure.   
The ratings go from 1 to 
5, with 1 and 2 considered 
healthy, 3 being the 
threshold for deterioration 
and 5 being the worst.  
The earnings component 
deteriorates first because 
asset quality problems in 
banks lead to greater pro-
visioning for loan losses – 
which have a direct impact 
on a bank’s earnings.
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Innovation Can Spark
Low-Income Markets

By Glenda Wilson

Given the recent impact of the 
current economic conditions on 

homeownership, the development of 
rental housing is becoming increasingly 
important to provide homes for families 
and also help stabilize neighborhoods.

Because of its mission to maintain 
economic stability, the Federal Reserve 
has long had an interest in the Low 
Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) 
program, a major source of capital for 
the development of rental housing.  The 
program is the federal government’s 
primary tool for financing the develop-
ment of affordable, rental housing for 
low- and moderate-income families.  

Over the past 20 years, these tax credits emerged as the 
leading source of capital subsidy for the construction and 
rehabilitation of such housing.  Using equity investments 
from public-private partnerships, the LIHTC program has 
created more than 2 million housing units nationally since 
its inception, including more than 70,000 units in the Eighth 
District between 1986 and 2006.  Furthermore, until the 
recent economic downturn, the program peaked at financ-
ing and constructing approximately 100,000 rental units per 
year nationally.

Since the downturn began, the LIHTC syndication market 
has experienced distress as fewer investors have an inter-
est in the credits.  Traditionally, the market has been con-
centrated among relatively few major investors: banks and 
government sponsored enterprises (GSE).  Many banks have 
drastically reduced their investment in LIHTC projects as 
their need to offset taxable income has declined.  Likewise, 
a large drop-off in tax credit purchases by the GSEs, which 
previously comprised about 40 percent of the market, has 
contributed to the recent decline in LIHTC market volume.  
Low investor demand for tax credits has led to multiple chal-
lenges for the affordable rental housing production market.   

Our Fed’s Community Affairs function is particularly 
focused at this time on stability and opportunity in low- 
and moderate-income communities, including affordable 
rental units.  To that end, in conjunction with the Board of 
Governors, we commissioned a series of short articles by 
practitioners and experts to highlight their pioneering ideas 
for bolstering the LIHTC market.  The six articles and video 
presentations are found in Innovative Ideas for Revitalizing 
the LIHTC Market, which you can download at www.stlou-
isfed.org/community_development/events/lihtc/index.cfm.  
The same site includes a video of a bus tour around St. Louis 
that shows actual projects developed using LIHTCs.  

 

Glenda Wilson is an 
assistant vice presi-
dent and Community 
Affairs officer at 
the Federal Reserve 
Bank of St. Louis.
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By Michelle Neely

After two straight quarters of 
slight improvement, profitability 

at Eighth District banks dipped in 
the fourth quarter of 2009.  Return 
on average assets (ROA) declined 9 
basis points to 0.16 percent because of 
increases in net noninterest expenses 
and loan loss provisions.  (See table.)  
For U.S. peer banks (those with assets 
of less than $15 billion), the fourth 
quarter profitability ratio was a “good 
news, bad news” story.  The good news 
was that ROA rose 2 basis points; the 
bad news was that it was still negative 
(-0.28 percent) as the industry contin-
ued to rack up losses. 

For both District and national peer 
banks, the results were once again 
better for smaller institutions:  District 
banks with average assets of less than 
$1 billion earned 0.49 percent on aver-
age assets, while similar-size banks 
elsewhere earned just 0.01 percent.   
As with the slightly larger banks,  
ROA declined between the third and 
fourth quarters.

The net interest margin (NIM)—the 
main driver of bank earnings—held 
steady at District banks in the fourth 
quarter at 3.67 percent.  The profit 
setback can be traced to declines in 
noninterest income, slight increases in 
noninterest expense and increases in 
loan loss provisions.  Loan loss provi-
sions as a percent of average assets 
rose to 1.02 percent at District banks 
and to 1.54 percent at U.S. peer banks 
in the fourth quarter.  While some of 
the increase in loan loss provisions 
reflects typical year-end adjustments, 
it also reflects continued deterioration 
in asset quality, especially in the real 
estate portfolio.

Asset quality problems show no sign 
of abating soon.  The ratio of nonper-
forming loans to total loans at District 
banks jumped 22 basis points to 2.84 
percent at year-end 2009; the increase 
in the ratio for U.S. peer banks was 
smaller—11 basis points—but the 
national ratio remains well above that 
of District banks at 4.14 percent.  

Two Steps Forward, One Step Back 
for District Banks in Fourth Quarter

Problem real estate loans are the 
source of most of the weakness in 
asset quality.  In the District, the ratio 
of nonperforming real estate loans 
to total real estate loans jumped 29 
basis points to 3.34 percent.  Within 
the portfolio, the sharpest increase 
occurred in construction and land 
development (CLD) loans; nonper-
forming CLD loans to total CLD loans 
surged 128 basis points to 9.84 per-
cent.  Increases occurred in all other 
segments of the real estate portfolio, 
although they were much smaller.  
The picture is substantially worse 
for U.S. peer banks.  Nonperforming 
real estate loans make up nearly 5 
percent of total real estate loans, and 
the nonperforming CLD loan ratio is 
approaching 15 percent.  

Despite large increases in loan loss 
reserves, the coverage ratio of loan  
loss reserves to nonperforming loans 
continues to sink.  For District banks, it 
dropped almost 300 basis points to 64.8 
percent, meaning about 65 cents was 
reserved for every $1 of nonperform-
ing loans.  Though the coverage ratio 
actually increased somewhat for U.S. 

it’s still tough out there

4Q 2008 3Q 2009  4Q 2009
return on average assets

District Banks 0.40% 0.25% 0.16%

Peer Banks 0.04 -0.30 -0.28

net interest margin

District Banks 3.78 3.67 3.67

Peer Banks 3.82 3.61 3.66

Loan Loss Provision ratio

District Banks 0.78 0.95 1.02

Peer Banks 1.08 1.51 1.54

nonPerForming Loan ratio

District Banks 1.76 2.62 2.84

Peer Banks 2.71 4.03 4.14

SOURCE: Reports of Condition and Income for Insured Commercial Banks

Note:  Banks with assets of more than $15 billion have been excluded from the analysis.  
All earnings ratios are annualized and use year-to-date average assets or average earning  
assets in the denominator.  Nonperforming loans are those 90 days or more past due or in  
nonaccrual status. 

continued on Page 7
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By Kristina Stierholz

Assessment areas are the backbone 
of a bank’s performance under 

the Community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA).  The bank is responsible for 
choosing its assessment area and must 
review and affirm that choice every 
year.  Every bank’s CRA performance 
is measured against its lending to low- 
and moderate-income (LMI) areas and 
LMI individuals within their assess-
ment area.  Because lending outside 
the assessment area is ignored, it is 
important to capture as much of the 
bank’s lending area as the bank rea-
sonably can be expected to serve.

The Board of Governors’ Regulation 
BB implements CRA.  Section 228.41(a) 
explains that a bank’s assessment 
area will be used to evaluate its record 
of helping to meet its community’s 
credit needs.  You can look at your 
assessment area in a number of ways.  
Imagine using a telescope to see the 
farthest edges of your assessment area 
and a microscope to view individual 
census tracts. 

Let’s start with the telescope.  Take a 
look at all the locations for your bank: 
main office, branches and deposit-tak-
ing ATMs.  Regulation BB requires that 
the assessment area cover all of those 
locations for your bank.  In addition 
to locations, your bank should include 
any geographical areas in which you 
have made or purchased a substan-
tial portion of your loans.  Do you 
have a loan production office (LPO) 
that results in significant lending in a 
specific area?  While it is not required 
to be included in your assessment area, 
an LPO may generate enough loan 
activity that your bank should include 
that office’s geographic area.

Then consider how far you should 
be able to reach.  Look at the broad-
est possible area that the bank could 
serve, which is a good starting point 
for considering what would be an 
appropriate assessment area.  

Next, identify the relevant politi-
cal subdivisions.  An assessment area 
must generally consist of one or more 

Look Near and Far To Cover
CRA Assessment Lending Areas 

metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) 
or one or more contiguous politi-
cal subdivisions.  Is your bank large 
enough and geographically spread out 
enough to manage one or more MSAs?  
Or do you have a small, single-location 
bank in a rural area?  In that case, an 
MSA won’t be an option and the rel-
evant assessment area may be as small 
as a township.  Most banks fall some-
where in the middle.  In that case, you 
may want to look at a county or coun-
ties as the basic political subdivision.

Once you’ve settled on the appro-
priate political subdivision, it’s time 
to see if it needs to be adjusted for 
assessment purposes to reduce the 
size.  Here, we switch from looking 
through a telescope to looking through 
a microscope to compare the size of 
the chosen political subdivision to the 
bank’s ability to serve that area.  

Finally, the regulation limits the rea-
sons and ways that an assessment area 
can be adjusted.  The area must consist 
only of whole geographic areas (i.e., 
census tracts), and may not reflect ille-
gal discrimination, arbitrarily exclude 
low- or moderate-income geographies 
or extend substantially beyond an 
MSA boundary or state boundary 
unless the assessment area is located 
in a multistate MSA.

Look at the entire picture, includ-
ing the shape of your assessment area 
and what is beyond its borders.  Is it 
irregularly shaped?  Does it appear 
to avoid low- and moderate-income 
geographies?  Are there high-minority 
populations near, but just outside, your 
assessment area?  These are flags for 
further review and analysis.

Once your review is complete, be 
sure to document the reasons for 
choosing the assessment area that you 
did so that next year’s review can build 
upon the work you just completed.  

Kristina Stierholz is an assistant vice presi-
dent in the Banking Supervision and Regula-
tion division at the Federal Reserve Bank of 
St. Louis.  You can reach her at 314-444-7342.
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rate for these banks as a group.  The 
threshold for “started to deteriorate” 
was when each rating first hit 3 on the 
CAMELS’ 1 to 5 ranking system (with 
1 being best and 5 being worst).  Our 
review of each failed bank started 14 
quarters before its failure.

The results of our analysis were not 
surprising.  Banks that fail experience 
deterioration in asset quality.  The 
deterioration first shows in a bank’s 
earnings level (the “E” component of 
CAMELS) as banks begin to provision 
for potential loan losses.  This occurs 
well in advance of other financial 
health indicators. 

The next CAMELS components to 
show deterioration are “asset quality” 
and “management,” both hitting the 
3 mark nine quarters before failure.  
Not surprisingly, the management 
component rating starts to deteriorate 
soon after the earnings component 
does, reflecting ongoing asset quality 
issues and regulatory initiatives by 
bank supervisors to clearly commu-
nicate with management, as well as 
hold management accountable for the 
bank’s conditions.4  

Next to deteriorate is the “capital” 
component of the CAMELS rating, 
hitting the first warning level seven 
quarters before failure.  Our experi-
ence suggests that capital ratios often 
do not fall as quickly as asset quality 
deterioration because of the ability 
of banks, in some cases, to raise new 
capital.  Other institutions attempt to 
increase capital ratios by reducing the 
size of the balance sheet, shedding 
assets through reduced lending or 
asset sales.  Note, however, that capital 
ratios do drop off rapidly one year 
from failure, as bank investors may 
realize that the institution has reached 
a point of no return and do not see 
viability in the bank’s operations.

The final two CAMELS ratings to fall 
are “liquidity” (six quarters out) and 
“sensitivity to risk” (two quarters out).  

In addition to the six CAMELS rat-
ings, we looked at the trend in core 
earnings of the failed banks.  Bank 
supervisors call this the “earnings run 
rate,” defined as the sum of net interest 
income and net noninterest income by 
average assets.  The run rate measures 
how much money is being made (or 
lost) as institutions open their doors 

Earnings Deterioration
continued from Page 1
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a Look at FaiLed Banks From 1990 - 2009

for business every day.  As shown in 
Chart 2, failed banks between 1990 
and 2009 on average experienced a 
negative earnings run rate a full four 
quarters before failure.

In conclusion, while weakened or 
deteriorating asset quality is the pri-
mary driver of bank stress, the rec-
ognition of this stress has historically 
first shown up in earnings perfor-
mance.  This stress is next reflected in 
a bank’s management rating as, in the 
case of an institution that ultimately 
fails, bank management is unable to 
reverse the negative trends in earnings 
and asset quality.  Capital ratios, while 
important, tend to deteriorate well after 
the bank’s condition has weakened.

Yadav Gopalan is a senior research associate 
in the Banking Supervision division’s Super-
visory Policy and Risk Analysis unit at the 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.

endnotes
1 The end of the current recession has not officially 

been called yet; however, estimates are that we 
emerged from recession in mid-2009.  Refer to 
the St. Louis Fed-maintained FRED database at 
http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/

2 The failure of Washington Mutual and IndyMac 
in 2008 constitutes roughly 62 percent of the 
$540 billion of failed assets.

3 See “Why Are Banks Failing?” at www.stlouisfed.
org/publications/cb/articles/?id=1667

4 See “Supervision Spotlight on Root Cause of 
Bank Failures” at www.philadelphiafed.org/
bank-resources/publications/src-insights/2009/
fourth-quarter/q4si2_09.cfm
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The Demographics of Decline 
in Small-Business Lending

By Gary S. Corner and  
Rajeev R. Bhaskar

Small-business lending has recently 
received attention in the media 

and on Capitol Hill as lawmakers look 
at factors involved in the financial 
crisis.  Some small businesses rely on 
family and friends for start-up capital, 
expansion or financing of day-to-day 
operations.  But many small busi-
nesses eventually turn to financial 
institutions.  According to a July 2009 
study conducted by the Small Business 
Administration’s Office of Advocacy, 
90 percent of small businesses relied 
on some sort of credit in 2003.  The 
study further notes that approximately 
60 percent of the credit was held by 
commercial banks. 

Which size Banks Make  
small-Business Loans?

Figure 1 shows the ratio of small-
business loans to total loans for com-
mercial banks of five different sizes 
(grouped by total assets).  The figure 
depicts a distinct picture:  On average, 
the smaller the bank, the greater the 
percentage of small-business loans in 
the bank’s loan portfolio.  For banks 
with less than $500 million in assets, for 
example, small-business loans consti-
tute 27 percent of the overall loan port-
folios, compared with only 5 percent 
for banks with more than $50 billion 
in total assets.  The banks in the other 
asset size classes hold small-business 
loans in between these two percentages. 

trends in small-Business Lending
Loans to small business are a big 

business for commercial banks.  There 
were 16.8 million small-business loans 
outstanding at all U.S. commercial 
banks on June 30, 2008, with a book 
value of $615.9 billion.  This figure con-
trasts with just $297 billion outstand-
ing as of June 30, 1993.  (See Figure 2.)  
The increase translates into 6.7 percent 
average annual growth. 

Between June 30, 2008, and June 
30, 2009, however, the growth trend 
reversed.  The outstanding loan volume 
at commercial banks fell by $13.5 bil-
lion, or 2.2 percent.  This was the first 
annual decline since 1993, a period that 
included two recessions.  While data 
are insufficient to quantitatively deter-
mine the reasons for the decline, many 
lenders attribute the decline to a com-
bination of a deep and prolonged reces-
sion; a tightening of credit standards, 
which had become lax during the early 
part of the decade; and a general lack of 
demand for credit.

the Growth in small-Business Loans  
at Large Banks

The demographics of institutions in 
the small-loan business have changed 
dramatically over the past decade.  
Figure 2 shows that most of the growth 
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Concentration of small-Business Loans  
at different Bank Groups

Bank sizes Per totaL assets

SOURCE: Call Reports.  Small-business loans are defined in the Reports of Condition and 
Income as nonfarm nonresidential and commercial and industrial loans with original amounts 
of $1 million or less.  Small-business loans are reported annually on June 30.

Just as bank lending is important to 
small businesses, small-business loans 
are important to banks.  Even though 
the relationship model may differ, both 
small and large banks benefit from the 
small-business lending activity.
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s t .  L o u i s  F e d  L a u n C h e s  

C o M p L i a n C e  C e n t r a L

Keeping up-to-date with the latest consumer compli-
ance regulations can prove challenging for even the 
most seasoned banking professional.  to help with this 
essential task, the St. louis Fed’s Banking Supervision 
and regulation division has started Compliance  
Central, a new consumer regulation e-learning site.  
See www.stlouisfed.org/publications/cb/ for details.

in outstanding small-business loans 
has come from the largest banks 
(banks with greater than $50 billion 
in assets).  Loans at the largest banks 
grew from $6.2 billion in 1993 to $234.5 
billion in 2009.  Over this period, total 
small-dollar loans to businesses held 
on the books of banks with less than 
$50 billion in total assets remained 
more or less at the same level.  As a 
consequence, the largest banks now 
have the largest dollar volume of these 
loans, even though the percentage of 
the loan portfolio is relatively small.  
The dollar volume of small-business 
loans held by the smallest banks, on 
the other hand, dropped from 47 per-
cent of the total outstanding in 1993 to 
25 percent in 2009.

One explanation for the trend is the 
advent of small-business scoring mod-
els in the mid-1990s.  This coincides 
with the surge in small-business lend-
ing at the large banks.  Credit-scoring 
models automate much of the human 
involvement of the loan application 
process and, thereby, speed up the 
underwriting process.  They are also 
used in the awarding of credit through 
small-business credit cards.  Of course, 
such models are also sensitive to 
changes in such things as credit scores 
or changes in credit standards.
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trends in small-Business Lending  
by Banks of different sizes

SOURCE: Call Reports

peer banks, it remains well below the 
District’s level at a weak 52.3 percent.

Despite the industry’s earnings and 
asset quality problems, on average 
District banks and their U.S. peers 
remain well-capitalized.  The aver-
age leverage ratio was 8.84 percent at 
District banks and 9.07 percent at U.S. 
peer banks at year-end 2009.

Michelle Neely is an economist at the Federal 
Reserve Bank of St. Louis.

Gary Corner is a senior examiner and  
Rajeev Bhaskar is a senior assistant exam-
iner, both in the Banking Supervision and 
Regulation division at the Federal Reserve 
Bank of St. Louis.

Two Steps Forward
continued from Page 3
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Reader Poll
the Federal reserve is conducting a  
new payments study this year.  On a  
personal level, how often do you use 
checks these days? 

• i don’t even know where my checkbook is.  
i’m all-plastic, all the time. 

• i use them once or twice a month, such 
as for donations or pizza delivery.

• i still use checks because i think they’re 
safer than electronic payments. 

• i use a combination of checks,  
cash, credit/debit cards and  
electronic payments.

Take the poll at www.stlouisfed.org/publica-
tions/cb/.  Results are not scientific and are 
for informational purposes only.  

In the winter issue’s poll, we asked if the 
vacancy rate for commercial real estate in 
your part of the eighth District was higher 
than a year ago.  Based on 26 responses: 

 69 percent said much higher 
 23 percent said only a bit higher 
 8 percent said the same 
 0 percent said lower

P.O. Box 442
St. Louis, MO 63166
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Views: What Are the Challenges that Banks Face
To Raise Capital?
Gary S. Corner

Raising or replacing capital today, whether in the public or private markets, is challenging for many community
banks. Potential investors are scarce, with a growing number more interested in acquiring branches and
assets of failed banks, rather than purchasing stock or assets of open banks. The pooled trust-preferred
securities market is no longer active and unlikely to redevelop anytime soon. Community banks are also
finding it difficult to issue long-term debt, as institutional investors conduct risk-return trade-offs.

The St. Louis Fed’s Banking Supervision and Regulation division recently hosted a panel of private industry
experts on the subject of raising capital. The presentation, called Industry Perspectives: Tips on Raising Bank
Capital and the Trust Preferred Securities Market, was held as an “Ask the Fed” call-in session for senior
officers of state-member banks and bank holding companies. Members of the panel indicated that the market
distinguishes between two types of capital offerings: offensive and defensive.

Offensive capital is raised for the purpose of supporting growth, either internally through mergers and
acquisitions or externally through FDIC-assisted acquisitions of failing banks. The objective is to take
advantage of market opportunities that potentially may lead to equity returns that are attractive to
investors.
Defensive capital, on the other hand, is typically sought by institutions wishing to offset certain
elevated risk factors within the organization, such as nonperforming assets.

Panel members indicated that investors remain available for offensive capital-raising and will purchase new
equity at reasonable valuations. However, investors in defensive capital-raising are scarce and require a hefty
discount in valuation, thereby diluting existing shareholders. The panel also identified other factors that affect
potential investor interest; these factors include the banking organization’s risk profile, asset size and the
perceived marketability of the stock over time.

What Makes a Public Offering Successful?

Panel members discussed the recent success of equity offerings by publicly traded banking organizations. The
equity offerings ranged in size from $10 million to $500 million. Not surprisingly, the panelists found that a
banking organization’s level of non-performing assets was a primary determination in the price dilution required
for a successful offering. In general, the degree of dilution became more pronounced as nonperforming assets
exceeded 4 percent of total assets. Price levels across all observed equity transactions ranged from a small
fraction of tangible book value upward to nearly two times. The median price level was slightly in excess of
tangible book value. Median nonperforming assets were less than 2 percent.

Realities of Raising Defensive Capital

https://www.stlouisfed.org/authors/gary-s-corner


Raising defensive capital in nonpublicly traded or lightly traded organizations has become a significant
challenge. Panel members noted that banking organizations that are successful in doing so often first pass the
hat around the board room table. When successful, this strong signal of confidence from insiders is important.
Panel members also noted that loyal community members may wish to come to the table to aid their local
bank. Throughout this process, it is important to seek qualified legal counsel to guide your institution in meeting
appropriate disclosure requirements.

Alternatives To Raising Capital

Some community banking organizations have considered asset sales or transfers as a means of improving
their capital ratios. The challenge to this option can be found in the wide bid/ask spread that typically exists
between sellers of bank assets and potential buyers. A large bid/ask spread can result in a sizeable loss to the
seller.

When an asset sale is unattractive, some organizations have considered the transfer of problem assets from
the bank to the parent holding company. Such transfers can be structured in a way to increase capital ratios,
enhance earnings performance indicators and improve asset quality at the bank level. If your organization is
considering such a transaction, please refer to the related article, “When Problems Arise: The Transfer of
Problem Assets from Banks to Holding Companies,” in the winter 2009 edition of Central Banker.

If you have any questions or would like more information on this topic, contact Gary Corner at 314-444-8849.
Contact Patrick Pahl concerning "Ask the Fed" at 314-444-8858.

https://www.stlouisfed.org/publications/central-banker/winter-2009/when-problems-arisethe-transfer-of-problem-assets-from-banks-to-holding-companies
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Views: Video Report: Implications of New FAS 166
and 167 Regulatory Capital Standards [NEW]
One of the key triggers of the Great Recession was the fact that many financial institutions had entities that
existed off of their balance sheets. In late January, the federal banking and thrift regulatory agencies made
changes to the final risk-based capital rule related to the Financial Accounting Standards Board’s adoption of
Statements of Financial Accounting Standards 166 and 167.

These new accounting standards make substantive changes to how banking organizations account for many
items, including securitized assets, that had been previously excluded from these organizations’ balance
sheets.

Watch below as Bill Emmons, assistant vice president and economist at the Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis, explains what these finalized rules mean for Eighth District and national bankers, as well as financial
organizations in general. Read more from Emmons on recent FAS changes.

http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/bcreg/20100121a.htm
https://www.stlouisfed.org/~/media/Files/PDFs/publications/pub_assets/pdf/re/2009/Emmons_vitae.pdf?la=en
https://www.stlouisfed.org/publications/central-banker/summer-2009/fairvalue-accounting-dont-shoot-the-messenger
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Views: The Federal Reserve: Audited, Transparent
and Independent
Joel James

As of this writing, legislative proposals to reform the regulation of the financial industry are in flux. The Federal
Reserve figures prominently in these proposals and three crucial issues in the evolving legislation could impact
the independence of the Federal Reserve System and its ability to fulfill its duties as the nation’s central bank.
Specifically, these issues are:

auditing the Fed’s monetary policy process,
altering the Fed’s responsibilities for banking regulation and supervision, and
changing the governance structure of the Reserve banks.

The current structure of the Federal Reserve System combines the Federal Reserve Board, which is a
centralized government agency, and the Reserve banks, which are regional corporations designed to fulfill the
Federal Reserve’s legislative mandates. The private-public, centralized-decentralized character of the Federal
Reserve lets the Fed make monetary policy decisions in the context of both short-term economic conditions
and long-term economic considerations in the absence of political influence. A hallmark of the Fed’s analysis
and research is that it does not have a political agenda but an economic one, thus allowing the pursuit of
policies and research that the Fed believes are in the best interest of furthering the sustainability of the U.S.
economy.

Transparency and Current Auditing

Through the Government Accountability Office (GAO), Congress can audit all parts of the Federal Reserve’s
operations except for monetary policy and related areas explicitly exempted through a 1978 provision passed
by Congress. Congress created the exemption to protect monetary policy from short-term political pressures
and to support the Fed’s ability to effectively pursue mandated objectives of maximum employment and price
stability. Some legislation looks to remove this exemption.

While these policy decisions are not audited per se, the Fed’s monetary policy decisions are transparent as
they are immediately announced to the public and receive extensive commentary from academics and market
participants. Full meeting transcripts are also later made public and, of course, the Chairman and other Fed
staff can be called to testify before Congress. The current law provides the appropriate arms-length distance
between political oversight and monetary policy. That distance is critical to the credibility of our commitment to
stable prices in the marketplace.

Supervisory Role

Some legislative proposals consider removing the Federal Reserve from a bank supervision role, including
oversight of state-charted member and bank holding companies. During the recent financial crisis, we were



able to act quickly and expertly to address problems in the banking system and to stabilize key markets
because we employ people with unparalleled expertise in the areas of economics, financial markets and
regulation. Our continued role in banking supervision also provides an invaluable conduit for information
necessary to carry out a core central bank responsibility, which is the lender of last resort. Hands-on
experience as a regulator enables us to assess creditworthiness of borrowers as well as adequacy of
collateral. Stabilizing the financial system through our discount window operations was amply demonstrated
during the 9/11 tragedy and the recent global financial crisis.

Fed Independence

There are also proposals to change the Federal Reserve structure, for example, by calling for the President to
appoint the Reserve Bank presidents or board chairmen with confirmation by the Senate. The Fed was created
with a governmental part, a Wall Street part and a Main Street part to assure that the entire nation’s needs
were considered in monetary policymaking. Changing the governance of individual Reserve Banks may have
the paradoxical effect of reducing the role of Main Street in thinking about the financial system, credit
conditions and the economy.

Currently, the board of directors at each Reserve Bank nominates its president and chairman who are subject
to approval by the Board of Governors. The nine members of the Reserve Banks’ boards (three of whom are
bankers) reside and work within their local Federal Reserve districts and provide valuable insight into current
regional economic and financial conditions that statistics alone cannot. Subjecting Reserve Bank presidents
and board members to the political process could significantly alter this balance of views.
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Tools: Community Development Videoconference
Coming in April
Community bankers may wish to partake in a series of St. Louis Fed public policy discussions on community
development starting April 19. “New Voices, Fresh Ideas: The Future of Community Development,” featuring
prominent leaders in the field of community development, will be broadcast via video-conference from the
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis to locations around the country, including the Bank’s branch cities of Little
Rock, Louisville and Memphis.

The event is being presented in conjunction with the Bank’s 2010 Exploring Innovation in Community
Development Week, April 19 through April 23. Please visit www.exploringinnovation.org for more details and a
forthcoming schedule of the week’s events. For general questions about Exploring Innovation Week, call the
Fed’s Community Affairs contacts Cynthia Davis in St. Louis at 314-444-8761, Julie Kerr in Little Rock at 501-
324-8296, Emily Lape in Louisville at 502-568-9202 or Cathy Martin in Memphis at 901-579-4102.

http://www.exploringinnovation.org/
mailto:Cynthia.A.Davis@stls.frb.org
mailto:Julie.A.Kerr@stls.frb.org
mailto:Emily.K.Lape@stls.frb.org
mailto:Cathy.E.Martin@stls.frb.org
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Tools: Online Regulatory Filing System Introduced
The Federal Reserve has introduced Electronic Applications, or E-Apps, a new Internet-based system for
financial institutions to submit regulatory filings. E-Apps lets financial institutions and their representatives file
applications online, eliminating the time and expense of printing, copying and mailing the documents. In
addition, registered users may access the system at any time to upload additional documents or create new
filings.

E-Apps has been designed to ensure the confidentiality of the data and the identity of individual filers.
Institutions ready to start using E-Apps can find sign-up forms on the Board’s web site.

http://www.federalreserve.gov/bankinforeg/eapps.htm
http://www.federalreserve.gov/bankinforeg/eappssignup.htm
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Payments Updates
New Payments Study Is Under Way

The last Federal Reserve payments study, completed in 2007, revealed that more than two-thirds of non-cash
payments in America were done electronically. This year, the Fed wants to find out how much that’s changed.

The Fed has commissioned a new payments study to estimate the annual number, dollar value and
composition of retail non-cash payments in the United States. The goal is to provide aggregate estimates and
current trends in the use of non-cash payment instruments by U.S. consumers and businesses. The three
previous studies, released in 2001, 2004 and 2007, documented the sharp decline in checks and related
increase in electronic payments.

Preliminary results will be released late this year.

Fed Cash Operations Changes Continue

In case you missed it, in late January we posted an article on the winter 2009 Central Banker page that gave
details for your staff concerning the ongoing Fed cash operations changes. Your cash-handling staff and
managers can use the road map on the FedCash Services Online Resource Center to help them smoothly
adjust to the changes. In addition, note that the Federal Reserve now processes paper checks from just one
office, the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland.

http://www.frbservices.org/files/communications/pdf/press/2007_payments_study_press_release.pdf
http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/other/20100120a.htm
https://www.stlouisfed.org/publications/central-banker/winter-2009/for-your-staff-stay-informed-on-new-fedcashsupsup-services-new
http://www.frbservices.org/eventseducation/education/
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